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When did you first realize we’d 
slipped into an alternate timeline?





It gets worse...
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How did we get here?
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5 generations of information controls 
❖ 1st gen: access restrictions & DNS blocking 

(Deibert et al., 2008, 2010, 2011)

❖ 2nd gen: “Just-in-time” blocking, internet 
shutdowns (Deibert et al., 2008, 2010, 2011)

❖ 3rd gen: disinformation & propaganda 
(Deibert et al., 2008, 2010, 2011)

❖ 4th gen: (re) territorialization of internet 
governance (Deibert, 2016)

❖ 5th gen: attention hacking (Tufekci, 2017; 
Wu, 2016)
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Abstract
This article describes an emergent logic of accumulation in the networked sphere,
‘surveillance capitalism,’ and considers its implications for ‘information civilization.’ The
institutionalizing practices and operational assumptions of Google Inc. are the primary lens
for this analysis as they are rendered in two recent articles authored by Google Chief
Economist Hal Varian. Varian asserts four uses that follow from computer-mediated
transactions: ‘data extraction and analysis,’ ‘new contractual forms due to better monitor-
ing,’ ‘personalization and customization,’ and ‘continuous experiments.’ An examination of
the nature and consequences of these uses sheds light on the implicit logic of surveillance
capitalism and the global architecture of computer mediation upon which it depends. This
architecture produces a distributed and largely uncontested new expression of power that I
christen: ‘Big Other.’ It is constituted by unexpected and often illegible mechanisms of
extraction, commodification, and control that effectively exile persons from their own
behavior while producing new markets of behavioral prediction and modification. Surveil-
lance capitalism challenges democratic norms and departs in key ways from the centuries-
long evolution of market capitalism.
Journal of Information Technology (2015) 30, 75–89. doi:10.1057/jit.2015.5
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Introduction

A recent White House report on ‘big data’ concludes, ‘The
technological trajectory, however, is clear: more and
more data will be generated about individuals and will

persist under the control of others’ (White House, 2014: 9).
Reading this statement brought to mind a 2009 interview with
Google Chairperson Eric Schmidt when the public first
discovered that Google retained individual search histories
that were also made available to state security and law
enforcement agencies, ‘If you have something that you don’t
want anyone to know, maybe you shouldn’t be doing it in the
first place, but if you really need that kind of privacy, the
reality is that search engines including Google do retain this
information for some time … It is possible that that informa-
tion could be made available to the authorities’ (Newman,
2009). What these two statements share is the attribution of
agency to ‘technology.’ ‘Big data’ is cast as the inevitable
consequence of a technological juggernaut with a life of its
own entirely outside the social. We are but bystanders.

Most articles on the subject of ‘big data’ commence with
an effort to define ‘it.’ This suggests to me that a reasonable
definition has not yet been achieved. My argument here is
that we have not yet successfully defined ‘big data’ because we
continue to view it as a technological object, effect or
capability. The inadequacy of this view forces us to return
over and again to the same ground. In this article I take a
different approach. ‘Big data,’ I argue, is not a technology or an
inevitable technology effect. It is not an autonomous process,
as Schmidt and others would have us think. It originates in the
social, and it is there that we must find it and know it. In this
article I explore the proposition that ‘big data’ is above all the
foundational component in a deeply intentional and highly
consequential new logic of accumulation that I call surveil-
lance capitalism. This new form of information capitalism
aims to predict and modify human behavior as a means to
produce revenue and market control. Surveillance capitalism
has gradually constituted itself during the last decade, embodying
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Surveillance Capitalism

❖ The business model for the 
internet

❖ How we get “free” content and 
services

❖ ... but also an infrastructure for 
total social control









So what do we do about it ?



Think Global, Act Local

Legislation 
Regulation
❖ City level

❖ State/provincial level

❖ National level

❖ Supra-national 
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Sovereigns of Cyberspace

Corporate Social 
Responsibility
❖ Pressure companies to voluntary 

improve practices related to privacy, 
free expression, and other human rights

❖ UN Guiding Principles on Business and 
Human Rights: companies have a duty 
to respect human rights

❖ Example: Ranking Digital Rights 
Corporate Accountability Index
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It’s more than just the internet!

Media Reform

❖ Net neutrality 

❖ Fairness Doctrine

❖ Breakup monopolies

❖ Diversify ownership

❖ Fund public service media

❖ Support independent journalism



Live Your Values

Everyday Resistance

❖ Don’t participate in surveillance 

capitalism if you don’t have to

❖ Harm reduction — purity is 

impossible

❖ Some of my least favorite consumer 

products and services
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Questions ?

nathaliemarechal.net ~ @MarechalPhD

http://nathaliemarechal.net

